
SHADOW RT SERIES WITH DC-POWERED LED LIGHTS

Series HxWxD (Nested) (mm) HxWxD (Fully Upright) (mm) Weight Power Requirements Lighting (LED) Output (Per Light) Watts (Per Light)

SL422D-W1 
2 heads

230 x 1220 x 560 1260 x 1320 x 560 30 kg 12V DC - 240w - 20 amps  

24V DC - 400w - 10 amps

(2) Whelen Pioneer Plus PCH1B  

(2) Whelen Pioneer Plus PCH14  

9,260 lumens 

9,260 lumens

75 watts

75 watts

SL422D-W2 
2 heads

230 x 1220 x 760 1260 x 1320 x 760 32 kg 12V DC - 390w - 33 amps

24V DC - 390w - 16 amps

(2) Whelen Pioneer Plus PFH2    

(2) Whelen Pioneer Plus PFH24  

18,520 lumens 

18,520 lumens

150 watts

150 watts

SL442D-W1 
2 heads

230 x 1220 x 560 1260 x 1320 x 560 32 kg 12V DC - 390w - 33 amps 

24V DC - 390w - 16 amps

(2) Whelen Pioneer Plus PCH1B    

(2) Whelen Pioneer Plus PCH14 

9,260 lumens 

9,260 lumens

75 watts 

75 watts

SL442D-W2 
4 heads

230 x 1220 x 760 1260 x 1320 x 760 35 kg 12V DC - 700w - 39 amps 

24V DC - 700w - 29 amps

(4) Whelen Pioneer Plus PFH2     

(4) Whelen Pioneer Plus PFH24 

18,520 lumens 

18,520 lumens

150 watts

150 watts

Perfect for smaller apparatus, chief vehicles and pickup trucks, the Shadow Series is Command Light’s most compact tower, 
weighing less than 45.36 kg. Powered by 12V or 24V DC power, this tower has a reach of 1,219.2 mm above its base  
(or more than 1,981.2 mm with an optional 2,032 mm arm) with 18,520-74,080 luminous output.

With the press of a button, these towers can rotate 355 degrees and be completely deployed in less than 15 seconds. A  
one-touch, auto-park feature makes stowing these units straightforward. The tower also features hand-brake input, which 
prohibits accidental elevation of the tower and automatically stows the light when released. Backed by an industry-leading,  
five-year warranty, these towers have been tested to 150 kph winds and meet or exceed all NFPA requirements.

BACKLIGHT: Command Light’s backlighting option enables the  
bottom row of lamp heads to rotate 180°, making it possible to light  
both sides of the scene.

STROBE LIGHT: Alert oncoming traffic of the emergency scene  
earlier with a strobe mounted on top of the light tower. Available in  
green, red, amber or blue.

CONTROLS: Optional controls include wireless, panel mount, Class 1  
or V-Mux. (Standard: Remote control with 4,572 mm umbilical cord.)

COLORS: Optional colors include power-coated white, red and black. 
Towers can be wet painted to any color. (Standard: Powder-coated gray.)

80-INCH ARM: Get an additional 609.6 mm of reach with this upgrade.

OPTIONS
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PICTURED:
SL442D-W1 with 
standard remote  
and optional strobe.



RECOMMENDED LANGAUGE 
FOR YOUR QUOTE/SPECIFICATIONS 

To avoid inadvertent quoting of pneumatic light towers in your build, we recommend using the  
following language to help write your spec: 

LIGHT TOWER CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN

The Command Light assembly shall be of aluminum construction with stainless-steel shafts and bronze bushings 
for long life and low maintenance.

The electrically controlled unit shall not require usage of the vehicle’s air supply for operation, thereby eliminating 
the chance for air leaks in the vehicle braking system. Hydraulic or pneumatic type floodlights are not acceptable 
alternatives to the specified all electric light tower.

The light tower shall be tested to in wind conditions of 150 kph minimum. Other type floodlights that have not 
been tested to these conditions are not acceptable.

The light tower shall be capable of overhanging the side or back of the vehicle to provide maximum illumination to 
the vicinity adjacent to the vehicle for the safety of emergency personnel in high traffic conditions. Any tower that 
is only capable of rotations at the top of a pole is not an acceptable alternative to the specified tower.

LIGHT TOWER ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The light tower shall be a single-stage device with lighting, capable of 355-degree rotation. The light shall be 
elevated by an electric linear actuator. The actuator shall adjust the light bank angle from 0 to 110 degrees. 

The tower base shall have a light that illuminates the envelope of motion during any movement of the light tower 
mast as required by NFPA1901.

LIGHT TOWER CONTROLS 

The light tower shall be controlled with a hand-held, 4,572 mm umbilical line remote control and shall be equipped 
with a button to activate the “Auto-Park” automatic nesting feature. The controls on the remote box shall be:

 Two (2) switches for each 2 light banks.
 One (1) switch for optional strobe.
 One (1) switch for elevating /retracting the arm.
 One (1) switch for rotation of the light bank.
 One (1) switch to engage Auto-Park.
 One (1) indicator light to indicate when light bank is out of nest position.
 One (1) indicator light to indicate when light bank is rotated to proper center position for nesting.

SEE THE                    DEMO LIGHT VAN 
For an in-person Command Light demo, contact Paul Garner of Emergency Vehicle Products  
at +44 (0) 1926 419441or email him at pgarner@evpeurope.com to arrange a product demo. 


